Cuiken Nursery Home Learning Grid – 11.1.2021
Literacy (Rosie)

Alphabet
Museum
https;//www.parents.com/fun/games/educational/alphabetmuseum/
Doesn’t have to be as big as this you could do a letter a time
or letters from your name. All things likely to have in your
home, Get box on a piece of paper write the letter and do
treasure hunt at home for things starting with the chosen
letter If you wish you can create a museum like the link. Get
your grown up to take a picture and share on twitter. When
hunting support child with the sounds of the items and
sounds of the words.

Health and Wellbeing
(By Megan)
Build a safe indoor obstacle course, using objects/materials
you have in your house. With help from a grown up see how
fast you can do the obstacle course and race against other
family members.

Outdoor Learning
(By Ann)
Taking the child/ children on a walk and taking part in a
Scavenger Hunt, where they
have opportunities to look / collect natural materials, use
their senses: listen for birds chirping, frozen
trees cracking, depending on the weather, identifying
different smells.
You can make up a simple sheet of different things for them
to find. If there is snow on the ground they can
be an animal detective and try and identify animal tracks in
the snow." Happy Hunting"

Science (by Rosie)

This is a really easy science experiment to do and no need to
have anything that families are not likely to have at home.
A clear/see through bowl filled with water. Mix objects
that will float and sink. With each item ask the child to
predict if they will sink or float. Then test and see. Discuss
why it sinks or floats using language such as heavy/light,
buoyant etc.

Numeracy (By Ann)
Draw oversized mitten shapes, as many as you wish, and cut
them out.
On each mitten, in the middle, write a number, on the wrist
part draw a dot, corresponding to the
number on the mitten.
See if the child /children can recognise the number and count
the dot/dots.
If you have buttons or counters see if the child /children can
put the correct amount of buttons on each mitten.
This will give the child/children opportunities to develop their
counting skill, number recognition and
hand eye co ordination.

Family Learning (By Nicole)

Nature walk – walk with the family and find different
natural things. Make a journey stick and parents can make
one too and they can talk about their findings. Incorporate
numeracy if they count up the things they have collected
and talk about their different shapes and sizes etc.
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Be Independent (By Nicole)
Sorting treasures
Gather a collection of small empty boxes and a handful of
your unwanted jewellery, glass stones, old keys and let your
child look through and sort into groups of similarities (size,
colour and material)

Be Creative (By Megan)
Using anything you can find in your garden. Make a
nature picture outside ie using grass, leaves, sticks etc.
this is called land art. Take a picture and share with
nursery ladies on twitter.

Be helpful (By Alix)
Please see attached table as to how you can help
around the house.

Why not look at our You Tube channel Cuiken Nursery where you will find stories and craft ideas recorded from staff https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzVCZvG_9_nWqICW--svrOw

If you try any of our activities it would be lovely if you tweet us some pictures and we can reply.
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Please draw a picture or draw a smiley face if you do any these tasks.
Monday

Tidy your
toys

Help set
the
Table
Help to
wash the
dishes
Help to
tidy your
room

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

